Integration of RIC, ETM and CSKeyFile

Remote Import Certificate (RIC) serves as an auxiliary tool of PKI email encryption
solution, provision as option, to manage e-cert renewal process remotely and automatically
so as to minimize interruption to users caused by e-cert expiration. It provides flexibility to
import renewal e-Cert breaking the geographic and time limitation. Moreover, P12 file and
pass code are protected by the system securely and authorized administrator is the only
person who can perform the import function.
Enigmator Token Management (ETM) is an auxiliary tool for PKI Email on IBM Domino.
Administrator can release a locked Enigmator token or smartcard by challenge-response
principle. It saves administration work, process time and reduce disturbance to users. It
enables the secured unblock function for Enigmator token and smartcard.
Central Secure Key File Store (CSKeyFile) is a system which can provide a highly secure
central for storing the original e-Certificate files and their passwords
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Effective and Efficient
The integration of all three administration tools greatly reduce administration workload that
only one-step process is needed for the initialization and importation into different admin
system. On the other side, users can user their tokens immediately after the initialization
done by the administer.
Separate of Duty
The new feature greatly reduces the chance to lack out the Token password due to the
separation of duty role.
Ease of Usage
The integration of all 3 auxiliary tools make the importation become easy and simple, even
the non-technician or the authorized representatives can also make use of the tools to do
management.
Clear and Accurate
The system can auto-detect the information, thus, when the administrator initialize the Token
or e-Cert, the information such as the valid and expiration date, issuer, serial number, etc,
will entre automatically into the database, which can ensure the accuracy and avoid humanmade errors.
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